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User experience design is the process of creating digital 
solutions that provide meaningful experiences for people.

What is UX?



1. Pandemic fast-forwarded 
omni-channel strategies

2. Retail spaces into experience
centers

3. Personalized shopping 
anywhere

Our challenges



We design solutions that 
engage users & influence their 
behavior 

What we do at Kotsovolos

Solution



UX Strategy

2022

Change company culture
2023

Unified platforms
2024

Personalized commerce
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Cultivate an atmosphere of 
constant innovation & 
invastigation

Our ambition



Problem

What we had



K-retail

What we design

Change users experience at store for
both user & customer



User
Experience
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User Experience

Simplify actions
Remove difficult actions for users

Strengthen images
Increase image space for quicker understanding 

Easy navigation
Website-like navigation

Filters for great control
Categorize filters for quicker searchability

"Design for users not only business needs"



Mental 
models
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Mental models

"What user believes about the system at hand"

Test what your user believes about certain actions
Check how users navigate and make changes accordinlgy

Use proactive intelligence
Make sure that with relevant information, user will understand the task needed to 
accomplish



Accessibility 
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Accessibility

"Design it for everyone"

Enable keyboard navigation
Navigation should be logical and intuitive.

Text clarity
Use clear fonts and styles to enhance text clarity and readability.

Check colour contrast
Consider contrast, not only within text, but also in graphics and logos.



Design 
System
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Design System

"Create a shared language and visual consistency"

Quick to replicate at scale
Reducing the need to reinvent the wheel and thus risking unintended inconsistency

Unified language within & between cross-functional teams
Reduces wasted design or development time around miscommunications

Serves as reference for junior-level designers
Usage guidelines and style guides help onboard individuals who are new to UX/UI



Testing
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Test

"Design is a living piece of art that will continually evolve and improve"

A/B testing
Test 2 ideas and see which one works

Usability
Live interaction with users

Heatmaps
Observe how users navigate and what they see 



Thank you

rossoa@kotsovolos.gr


